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Abstract
We address the problem of model generaliza-
tion for sequence to sequence (seq2seq) archi-
tectures. We propose going beyond data aug-
mentation via paraphrase-optimized multi-task
learning and observe that it is useful in cor-
rectly handling unseen sentential paraphrases
as inputs. Our models greatly outperform
SOTA seq2seq models for semantic parsing on
diverse domains (Overnight - up to 3.2% and
emrQA - 7%) and Nematus (Sennrich et al.,
2017), the winning solution for WMT 2017,
for Czech to English translation (CzENG 1.6
- 1.5 BLEU).

1 Introduction

Natural language provides a vast number of alter-
native ways to state something or to ask a ques-
tion (Bhagat et al., 2009). This poses a daunt-
ing challenge to natural language processing meth-
ods because there is no possible way to enumer-
ate all these alternatives. As a result, many pop-
ular machine learning systems trained on bench-
mark datasets are surprisingly fragile to such previ-
ously unobserved variations of the training input at
test time (Jia and Liang, 2017; Belinkov and Bisk,
2017; Goodfellow et al., 2014; Iyyer et al., 2018)1.

An attempt to ameliorate this is to augment the
training data with paraphrases. Regardless of the
magnitude of data augmentation, unseen instances
may still break the model; data augmentation alone
is an insufficient remedy for model brittleness.

We propose to go above and beyond data aug-
mentation in handling model generalization for
sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) architectures and
improve model generalization to test sets that en-
tirely consist of unseen paraphrases of the training

∗Work done while So Yeon Min was a student at MIT.
1AllenNLP’s competitive BiDAF (Seo et al., 2017)

reading comprehension model is not always capable
at handling this: https://demo.allennlp.org/
reading-comprehension/ODE5ODc2

Figure 1: An overview of our work. (a) The objec-
tive is to train a seq2seq paraphrase model that is ca-
pable of accurately generalizing to unseen sentential
paraphrases only observed at test time (red). Phrases
highlighted in blue are synonymous when accompanied
by a clinical condition, such as leukemia. (b) Example
inputs and outputs for semantic parsing with emrQA.

set. Assuming that data augmentation already took
place in the training set, either by annotation or
off-the-shelf paraphrase generation, we propose
new models that actively employ the properties of
paraphrase-augmented data as part of the training
objective.

We examine sequence models for diverse tasks
across diverse domains, consider state of the art
models for each of those tasks and incorporate
multi-task paraphrase detection and generation
learning. We show that our models compare over
and above other popular generalization schemes,
such as feature-based or fine-tuned word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Devlin et al., 2018)
or paraphrase-based methods such as paraphrase
embeddings (Wieting and Gimpel, 2017). The pro-
posed models outperform state-of-the-art models
(Pampari et al., 2018; Jia and Liang, 2016; Sen-
nrich et al., 2017) when evaluated across a vari-
ety of settings on emrQA (Pampari et al., 2018)

https://demo.allennlp.org/reading-comprehension/ODE5ODc2
https://demo.allennlp.org/reading-comprehension/ODE5ODc2
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and Overnight for semantic parsing and CzENG
1.6 (Bojar et al., 2016) with ParaNMT-50M (Wi-
eting and Gimpel, 2018) for machine translation.
Moreover, even when paraphrase augmentation is
not available, we demonstrate that the proposed
multi-task models improve model generalization
with only synthetic, noisy paraphrases from off-the-
shelf models.

The main contributions of our work are as fol-
lows: (1) We propose novel multi-task learning
seq2seq models that significantly improve model
generalization to unseen paraphrases at test time,
in diverse domains (clinical text, 7 domains of
Overnight, English subtitles). (2) Proposed models
bring additional major performance boost on top
of paraphrase-augmentation, but also work when
the training set does not come with paraphrases
at all. (3) We introduce new methods of splitting
data into train/ test sets that more realistically eval-
uates model generalization to paraphrases. (4) We
present the first competitive baseline for semantic
parsing on the emrQA dataset.

2 Related Work

Dealing with unseen paraphrastic variants of the
input has been a fundamental problem (Mitchell
et al., 2018; Ettinger et al., 2017). Recently, mul-
tiple works have shown that models easily “break”
when evaluated on adversarial examples, which are
noisy variants of the training inputs (Goodfellow
et al., 2014; Iyyer et al., 2018). However, there is
relatively little work that go beyond augmentation
and actively optimizes paraphrastic generalization
along with learning the main NLP task at hand, in
neural settings.

In non-neural settings, the idea that leveraging
paraphrases facilitates modeling sentential seman-
tics has been repeatedly verified across various
NLP tasks. In semantic parsing, Berant and Liang
(2014) deal with understanding the myriad para-
phrastic variants in which knowledge base relations
can be expressed in human language. They use a
paraphrase of the original input utterance as an in-
termediary, which is used as an ancillary factor in
ranking the likelihood of each candidate logical
form. In machine translation, Callison-Burch et al.
(2006) handles unseen source language phrases by
substituting paraphrases of those phrases and then
translating the paraphrases.

In neural settings, the most widespread approach
is to simply generate paraphrases for data augmen-

tation, as used by Fader et al. (2013a) in question
answering and Wang et al. (2015) in semantic pars-
ing. There are relatively few approaches that ex-
plicitly incorporate pairwise paraphrastic equiva-
lence of inputs as part of the model. In semantic
parsing, Dong et al. (2017) applies CNN to learn
paraphrase detection in a multi-task manner; Su
and Yan (2017) generate the simplest paraphrases
for input utterances and use them as intermediaries
for mapping input to ouput.

In question answering, several multi-task learn-
ing works learn paraphrase detection along with the
main task; Bordes et al. (2014) optimizes a multi-
task objective (negative cosine similarity) that en-
courages embeddings of paraphrases to have small
angular distance in every other iteration of training.
Additionally, Dong et al. (2015) uses an auxiliary
multi-task learning objective for paraphrase detec-
tion in training multi-column convolutional neural
networks for structured question answering. Both
of these works leverage the paraphrase clusters of
the WIKIANSWERS (Fader et al., 2013b) dataset.
However, Dong et al. (2015) found that their multi-
task learning method gives almost no advantage.
Moreover, both works did not analyze which do-
mains or types of validation inputs benefited from
paraphrase learning. Most importantly, these works
are fundamentally and methodologically different
from ours, in that they leveraged the paraphrases
from WIKIANSWERS not as inputs to the main
model, but only for learning paraphrase detection.
On the other hand, our work uses paraphrase in-
stances for both multi-task paraphrase learning and
the main task, which is the driving factor behind
the significant performance boost by our models.

Unlike past methods applicable to single tasks,
our work shows improvements across several differ-
ent problems and domains. Also, we introduce the
first framework in a neural-sequence-to-sequence
setting, unlike past works that apply CNN’s or non-
neural settings. Furthermore, our approach can be
generally applied to any state-of-the-art variants of
seq2seq, such as Nematus (Sennrich et al., 2017).

3 Paraphrases & Datasets

Paraphrases are sentences or phrases that convey
the same meaning using different wording (Bha-
gat and Hovy, 2013). Methods to construct para-
phrases are largely divided into syntactic variation
and substitution (Bhagat and Hovy, 2013). “Does
the patient have a history of leukemia?” and “Is
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Para. Types emrQA

Syntactic Para’s

what medication has the patient used for |problem|
what medications have been previously used

for the treatment of |problem|

Substitution Para’s
{

is there any mention of |problem| in the patients record
has been the patient ever been considered for |problem|

Para. Types t Overnight

Syntactic Para’s
{

find an additional author to an efron article
who is the other author for the article written by efron

Substitution Para’s
{

article that at least two article cites
articles cited by two or more articles

Para. Types Paraphrase Augmented CzEng 1.6

Syntactic Para’s
{

It was good in spite of the taste
Despite the flavor, it felt good

Substitution Para’s
{

I took a stool sample from his heart.
I took the stool sample after his lungs failed.

Table 1: Examples of annotated/ synthetically gener-
ated paraphrases in diverse domains. Syntactic vari-
ation paraphrases and synonymous substitution para-
phrases are respective abbreviated as Syntactic Para’s
and Substitution Para’s.

there leukemia in the patient’s history?” are syntac-
tic paraphrases, with overlapping words reordered.
Most paraphrases are not fully syntactic, and in-
volve substitutions with synonymous phrases by
matching general semantics to that of a domain
sublanguage.

Table 1 shows examples of annotated and syn-
thetic paraphrases that are of syntactic variant/
synonymous substitution types. Some of em-
rQA and Overnight’s paraphrases respectively as-
sume knowledge of clinical (“considered for” ≡
“seen for, diagnosed with” when collocated with
a |clinical problem|) and quantitative sublanguage
(“at least two” ≡ “one or two”). CzEng 1.6 (Bojar
et al., 2016), unlike the two others, do not come
with annotated paraphrases. Thus, the paraphrases
shown in Table 1 are those generated by ParaNMT-
50M (Wieting and Gimpel, 2018). Noticeably, its
synthetic paraphrases are quite noisy; “I took a
stool sample from his heart” and “I took the stool
sample after his lung failed” are not equivalent,
but are identified so by the paraphrase generation
model.

4 Problem Statement

Our setup assumes (1) a paraphrase-augmented
dataset, either by annotation or simple off-the-shelf
paraphrase generation models, and (2) a baseline
seq2seq model (Sutskever et al., 2014) which maps
an input sequence to an output sequence. We pro-
pose methods to endow additional improvement in
model generalization given this setup.

Naive & Strict Splitting Schemes Not all para-
phrases are created equal; some paraphrases are
much less challenging than others in evaluating
model performance. A common yet undesirable
scenario in NLP datasets is that the form of input ut-
terances can be repeated across training/ test splits.
For example, in Overnight’s recipe domain, there
are several questions in the form of “how many
x are there” where x is some recipe-related en-
tity, such as “recipes”, “ingredients”, “meals”, etc.
With such datasets, the test set often contains too
many repeating forms of the training set. Such a
train/ test split is an unrealistic evaluation of model
generalization. There are numerous ways a user
can phrase one’s information needs, and all pos-
sible forms cannot be seen at training even in the
most well-augmented datasets.

We propose a new, more realistic way to
split paraphrase-augmented data, with the emrQA
dataset as an example (Figure 2). emrQA consists
of paraphrase groups of inputs. Within a single
group, “templates” are filled with clinical entities
to produce actual input instances (Fig 2 purple box).
2(a) shows a naive splitting scheme where the input
instances are split at random. On the other hand,
2(b) is a more realistic scenario where a form that
was seen during training never appears at test time.
For example, all instances of “Has the pat. ever
been exposed to |problem|?” belong to training and
never when the model is evaluated. On the other
hand, all instances of “Does this patient have a his-
tory of |problem|?” never appear during training yet
do so at test time; thus, the model is tested whether
it can infer the meaning of this form only from its
paraphrased forms seen during training (such as
“Has the pat. ever been exposed to |problem|?”).
While this split is more challenging than the naive
one, test instances are still semantically equiva-
lent to some training instance, so the model is ex-
pected to catch this and generalize to unseen form.
While we used a paraphrase-annotated dataset as an
example, 2(b)’s splitting scheme works with non-
annotated data, via automatic augmentation with
off-the-shelf models.

Thus, given a seq2seq task where we have a
training and test set of input-output pairs and sev-
eral unseen observations in the test set that are
paraphrases of the training observations, we want
to learn a model that can generalize accurately to
these unseen observations, and preferrably, even to
unseen forms in the strict split of Fig 2(b).
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Figure 2: Proposed paraphrase models. (a): Overview of all models; the encoder embeddings of inputs are de-
picted as gray boxes. (b): Simple Seq2seq (baseline) (c): Multitask Paraphrase Generation Model (d): Multitask
Paraphrase Detection Model. Green lines represent attention weights, in (b), (c), (d). Detailed view of the multitask
paraphrase generation and detection model is omitted for simplicity.

5 Methods: Seq2seq with Joint
Paraphrase Learning

We incorporate auxiliary multi-task learning to the
main seq2seq task - learning paraphrase generation
(ParaGen), paraphrase detection (ParaDetect), and
a combination of both tasks (ParaGen + ParaDe-
tect). These methods work with any task whose
inputs and outputs are sequences, on paraphrase-
augmented data. The goal of our models is to inject
paraphrastic inductive bias to the encoder hidden
state - so that when it is passed to the decoder,
paraphrase inputs have the same end results.

We achieve this by actively employing natu-
ral properties that rise from data augmentation as
part of the training objective. First, ParaGen, Pa-
raDetect, ParaGen + ParaDetect sample a para-
phrase of the input and leverage it to reduce intra-
class variance of paraphrases in the representation
space. The sampled paraphrase is a term inside
each model’s respective multi-task objective, which
affects the encoded input embedding in directions
that reward paraphrastic homogeneity when back-

propagated. However, paraphrase sampling is only
required during training; at test time, the multi-task
portion of the model is discarded, and the input is
passed through the seq2seq model only. This is
a realistic test scenario that does not require para-
phrase identification among test inputs; the expec-
tation is that the multi-task training has optimized
the backbone seq2seq model’s parameters for gen-
eralization at test time.

We introduce notations, with semantic parsing
on emrQA as a running example (Fig 1). x is an in-
put utterance (e.g., “Does the patient have a history
of leukemia”) and p is a paraphrase of it sampled
from the training set (e.g., “Is leukemia in his clini-
cal history?”). y is the desired output sequence (e.g.
“ConditionEvent ( Leukemia ) or SymptomEvent
( Leukemia)”); mapping from x to y is the main
task, and Lt is the neagtive-log-likelihood (NLL)
loss for this main task. ŷ, p̂ are output sequence
and paraphrase generated by the models. Finally,
we note that we regard an attention-based (Luong
et al., 2015) seq2seq with a bidirectional LSTM
encoder and a LSTM decoder, with the dropout
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probability set to 0.1 (Srivastava et al., 2014), as
the backbone baseline model (Figure 3b).

5.1 ParaGen: Multitask Paraphrase
Generation Model

Given an input utterance x, we sample from the
training set one of x’s paraphrases, p, and learn
paraphrase generation from x to p along with the
main task. More specifically, from a shared encoder
that accepts x as an input, we keep two separately
parametrized decoders which respectively produce
ŷ (main task decoder) and p̂ (paraphrase genera-
tion decoder) as desired outputs (Figure 3c). The
resulting objective is a weighted sum of Lg, the
loss for paraphrase generation, and Lt (main task
objective), defined below:

Ltotal = Lt + αLg (1)

where Lg is the NLL loss between p and p̂, and α
is a hyperparameter for the weighted sum.

5.2 ParaDetect: Multitask Paraphrase
Detection Model

In this model, we again sample a paraphrase p but
learn as the auxiliary task, paraphrase detection
- to identify whether x and p are paraphrases by
looking at their embeddings embx and embp. We
keep the same model structure as the baseline, but
we pass p into the same encoder used for the in-
put utterance x, to generate embp, a fixed-length
vector representation of p. Then, we force embx
and embp, vector representations of the two para-
phrases, to have high cosine similarity - a crite-
rion popularly used for paraphrase detection meth-
ods with input vector similarity (Mihalcea et al.,
2006; Milajevs et al., 2014; Fernando and Steven-
son, 2008). The resulting objective is a weighted
sum of Ld, loss for paraphrase detection, and Lt,
loss for the target task:

Ltotal = Lt + βLd (2)
where

Ld = 1−cos(embx, embp) = 1− embx · embp
||embx||||embp||

and β is a hyperparameter for the weighted sum.

5.3 Multitask Paraphrase Generation and
Detection Model

We propose a combination of both models where
we learn both paraphrase generation and detection

as ancillary tasks. The resulting objective is a
weighted sum of Lt, Lg, Ld:

Ltotal = Lt + α(Lg + βLd) (3)

where α, β are hyperparameters for the weighted
sums.We hope to gain both advantages of ParaGen
and ParaDetect by summing their objectives.

6 Experiments

We evaluate the proposed models over state-of-the-
art methods and above existing methods of gen-
eralization, on two paraphrase-annotated datasets
(emrQA, Overnight) and one that is automatically
augmented with noisy paraphrases (CzEng 1.6).

6.1 Experiments with Paraphrase Annotated
Datasets

We evaluate the proposed models on emrQA and
Overnight, with the target task being semantic pars-
ing - mapping English utterances to logical forms
(structured representations that uniquely and ex-
actly capture natural language meanings (Fig 1)).
We train/test split emrQA with both “naive” and
“realistic” (Section 4) schemes, and create four dis-
tinct splits for each scheme for fair model evalua-
tion; Overnight has officially released train/test sets
(unlike emrQA) so we use the official splits (that
are “naive”) for comparison with previous work.

Accuracy Metric
Our accuracy metric is “exact match” - which

only considers model outputs that are identical to
the labeled ones as correct. We mention this be-
cause “denotation accuracy” - which considers log-
ical forms that return the label answer from the
database as correct- has been used in several works
on the Overnight dataset. However, there exist
many instances in Overnight that can fool denota-
tion accuracy.

In Overnight, there are many quantity-related
questions; denotation accuracy can often consider
model outputs of quantity-related questions right
by chance (Table 2). For example, models of-
ten wrongly interpret “less than or equal to x” as
“< x”, but this could be considered correct if the
database does not contain entries that are exactly
x in time, amount, etc (Table 2). For example, in
Table 2, given a question “venue of at most two ar-
ticle”, the correct gold logical form should contain
“<=”. However, if the database does not contain
any venue with exactly two articles, a false positivel
logical form that contains “<” instead of “<=” can
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Domain Example Question Gold Logical Form False Positive Logical Form∗

Publications venue of at most two article (listValue (countComparative (listValue (countComparative
(getProperty (singleton en.venue) (getProperty (singleton en.venue)
(string !type)) (reverse (string (string !type)) (reverse (string
venue))(string <=)(number 2) venue))(string <)(number 2)
(getProperty (en.article) (string !type)))) (getProperty (en.article) (string !type))))

Recipes show me recipes that could (listValue (countComparative (listValue (countComparative
be used for one or two meals (getProperty (singleton en.recipe) (getProperty (singleton en.recipe)

(string !type)) (string meal) (string <=) (string !type)) (string meal) (string <=)
(number 2) (getProperty (en.meal) (number 2) (getProperty (en.meal)
(string !type)))) (string !type))))

Table 2: Example quantitative questions in overnight prone to false positive logical forms under denotation match.

count correct under denotation accuracy. While
hard to quantify, many questions in overnight are
quantitative, including words such as “at most”,
“less than”, “more than”. 2

Because of such a property, we consider exact
match accuracy to be fairer than denotation match
accuracy, and used it as our metric; the false pos-
itives pointed above cannot happen under exact
match accuracy, since it only counts output exactly
same as the gold logical form as correct. We also
note that there is little worry of such an issue in
emrQA, since questions rarely ask for quantitative
information.

6.1.1 Methods for Comparison
To adequately judge the effect of joint paraphrase
learning, we use seq2seq methods that have been
established as State-of-the-Art for each dataset as
the backbone baseline; proposed joint paraphrase
learning is added on top of these backbones. The
same paraphrase augmented dataset is used for
the baselines and our proposed models, since the
purpose is to evaluate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed auxiliary objectives.
Seq2Seq SOTA’s No previous work exists on se-
mantic parsing for emrQA; thus, we establish the
first competitive baseline with the copy mechanism
(Gu et al., 2016) added on the backbone seq2seq de-
scribed in Section 5, for copying of medical entities
(e.g. “leukemia”). For Overnight, we implemented
Jia and Liang (2016)’s model as baseline.
Paraphrase-based Generalization Methods Our
primary goal is to show that active leveraging of
paraphrase augmented data in the model gives ad-
ditional benefits. Thus, we compare our proposed
models with Seq2Seq baselines (defined above)
on paraphrase-augmented datasets (each input in-
stance in emrQA and Overnight is a paraphrase

2More examples of quantity-related questions that
can fool denotation accuracy can be found here: https:
//github.com/ysu1989/CrossSemparse/blob/
master/data/overnight/recipes/recipes.
paraphrases.test.examples

of some other instance in the dataset). This com-
parison proves the effectiveness of the proposed
models beyond data augmentation.

We also compare our models with existing
paraphrase-based generalization methods that can
be used under seq2seq like Gated Average Re-
current Networks (GRAN) (Wieting and Gimpel,
2017) - a GRU with an additional averaging gate -
that learn paraphrastic sentence embeddings.

The authors reported that pre-training with their
method resulted in performance boost in transfer
learning on SemEval tasks. To compare our meth-
ods with pre-training via GRAN, we replace the
encoder of our baseline seq2seq with a GRAN en-
coder pre-trained on our tasks’ training set, with
the GRAN encoder’s parameters not frozen.

We also compare with BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018) (shown to be powerful in many NLP tasks)
fine-tuned on paraphrase detection, which we
framed as a sentence pair classification task into
paraphrase/ non-paraphrase, applying the proce-
dure in Devlin et al. (2018). For fine-tuning,
we constructed the training set with all the para-
phrase pairs in the original corpus and added non-
paraphrase pairs sampled by the same number.
Respectively for emrQA and Overnight, Clinical-
BERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019) and 12-layer base
BERT (English Wikipedia) were used as base; on
both datasets, BERT was fine-tuned well enough to
identify paraphrase with around 85% accuracy. For
comparison, we took sentence embeddings from
the fine-tuned BERT and replaced the encoder with
it. We could not compare with end-to-end BERT
models, because to our knowledge, no such prior
work on semantic parsing exists.
Pre-trained Word Embeddings. Since pre-
trained word embeddings are known to help gener-
alization, the idea is to evaluate the contributions of
the proposed paraphrase model over using standard
methods to ensure generalization. We hypothesize
two scenarios: (1) when pre-trained embeddings
are available for large-scale corpus beyond train-

https://github.com/ysu1989/CrossSemparse/blob/master/data/overnight/recipes/recipes.paraphrases.test.examples
https://github.com/ysu1989/CrossSemparse/blob/master/data/overnight/recipes/recipes.paraphrases.test.examples
https://github.com/ysu1989/CrossSemparse/blob/master/data/overnight/recipes/recipes.paraphrases.test.examples
https://github.com/ysu1989/CrossSemparse/blob/master/data/overnight/recipes/recipes.paraphrases.test.examples
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Method emrQA “naive” split emrQA “realistic” split
(random split) (unseen paraphrases only in test set)

Baseline: Seq2seq with copy 85.24% 54.65%
Paraphrase Generation (ParaGen) 85.87% 61.97
Paraphrase Detection (ParaDetect) 85.37% 62.04%
ParaGen + ParaDetect 86.55% 63.75%

Table 3: Results on semantic parsing for the emrQA dataset, averaged across four splits.

Method / Domain Basketball Blocks Calendar Publications Recipes Restaurants Housing SocialNetwork
Baseline: Seq2seq with copy 82.8% 39.3% 59.5% 60.2% 75.0% 53.3% 47.1% 67.6%
Paraphrase Generation (ParaGen) 82.09% 40.9% 54.8% 59.6% 75.5% 53.9% 49.2% 68.3%
Paraphrase Detection (ParaDetect) 83.8% 42.4% 54.2% 60.9% 74.5% 51.5% 44.4% 68.3%
ParaGen + ParaDetect 82.6% 38.6% 56.5% 63.4% 70.4% 52.4% 45.5% 67.1%
Simple Seq2Seq (Damonte et al.) 69.6% 25.1% 43.5% 32.9% 58.3% 37.3% 29.6% 51.2%
Transfer Learning (Damonte et al.) 71.1% 25.1% 48.8% 40.4% 63.4% 39.2% 38.1% 54.5%

Table 4: Results on semantic parsing on all domains of the Overnight dataset.

Method SP emrQA SP Overnight (Publication) NMT Eng→Czech
Baseline: Seq2seq with Copy∗ 54.65% 60.2 % 42.77
Baseline + Corpus Word2Vec 27.66% 57.1 % N/A
Baseline + Large-Scale Word2Vec 67.57% 44.1% 42.23
BERT 52.48% 26.1% N/A
GRAN 58.25% 58.6% N/A
Paraphrase Generation (ParaGen) 61.97% 59.6% 44.29
ParaGen + Corpus Word2Vec 51.14% 60.25% N/A
ParaGen + Large-scale Word2Vec 64.86% 39.8% 43.76
Paraphrase Detection (ParaDetect) 62.04% 60.9% 41.77
ParaDetect + Corpus Word2Vec 46.92% 57.8% N/A
ParaDetect + Large-scale Word2Vec 63.02% 56.5% 43.90
Para(Gen+Detect) 63.75% 63.4% 40.72
Para(Gen+Detect) + Corpus Word2Vec 53.04% 60.2% N/A
Para(Gen+Detect) + Large-scale Word2Vec 66.67% 51.55% 41.38

Table 5: Results on semantic parsing (SP) for the emrQA dataset (“realistic” split scheme, averaged over 4 splits),
Overnight and neural machine translation (NMT) for EngCzech translation. Metrics are exact match and BLEU
for respective the first two and the third column.∗For neural machine translation, Nematus was used as baseline.
Unseen Word acc. denotes the accuracy over validation inputs with tokens that never appeared during training.

ing data (2) when only corpus-trained embeddings
are available. As large-scale embeddings, we use
clinical word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on
all i2b2 (Uzuner et al., 2011) datasets for emrQA,
and officially released general English word2vec
for Overnight.

6.1.2 Results

emrQA. For emrQA (Table 3), we can see that
the proposed models outperform the baseline under
both split schemes, but with a significant gap under
the “realistic” split; this shows that our models are
capable of robustly generalizing to unseen syntactic
variants. We further compare our models with the
different generalization methods mentioned (Table
5). ParaGen + ParaDetect is overwhelmingly domi-
nant over other methods When large-scale corpus
word embeddings are not available.

In emrQA, there were 338 test inputs with words
that never appear during training (such as “con-
sidered” in 2nd example of emrQA’s Substitution
paraphrase in Table 1). These inputs largely deter-
mined model performance, with overall accuracy
being proportional to accuracy on these. Especially,
ParaGen could not capture the topic of the ques-

tion (e.g. medical evaluation, treatment, etc) when
specific words were replaced with more general
ones (e.g. “diagnosed for” → “considered for”).
ParaDetect’s error usually occured in mistakenly
copying entities.

Overnight Across 7 out of 8 domains of
Overnight, the best performing model (ParaGen)
outperformed baseline up to 3.2% (Publications)
with 1.6% boost on average (Table 4). We also
report results from Damonte et al. (2019), which is
an existing work on Overnight with exact match ac-
curacy. With our implementation of Jia and Liang
(2016), we achieved a baseline higher than both
of the baseline and proposed methods of Damonte
et al. (2019). Results across all 8 domains is in
Table 4. We further compare our models with dif-
ferent generalization methods. Word2vec was not
effective, as in Su and Yan (2017), and pre-training
with BERT and GRAN were less effective than
Para(Gen+Detect).

Discussion Proposed models produced pro-
nounced improvements on emrQA where para-
phrases express the multiple ways a physician may
phrase information needs. “Has the patient ever
been considered for |problem|”, “any |problem|
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history” involve matching general semantics to that
of clinical sub-language. But “considered for” has
a broad meaning in the general domain; it is syn-
onymous to “seen for, diagnosed with”, collocated
with a |clinical problem|. Overnight’s paraphrases
are open-domain (“which recipes require milk”,
“which recipes need milk”) or require quantitative
knowledge (“person that is author of at most two
articles”, “author of one or two articles” require
knowing that there is only “one” between zero
and two). This is different from identifying a sub-
language meaning of a general phrase.

While joint paraphrase learning cannot learn ac-
tual knowledge of a domain (such as quantitative
knowledge), it is useful in identifying meanings
of general-sense phrases in a specific domain sub-
language, that is much needed in clinical settings.

6.2 Experiments with Automated Noisy
Augmentation

We noisily augmented a subset of CzEng 1.6 with
ParaNMT-50M (Wieting and Gimpel, 2018), for
training and evaluation on machine translation from
English to Czech; because the authors released
paraphrases of the English instances of CzEng 1.6
generated from it, we directly used them. We chose
the subtitles domain from CzEng 1.6 to cover the
most open-domain language, which was relatively
less covered in the other two datasets (because
Overnight has specific domain-specific questions
for each domain); we randomly chose 33.33 thou-
sand utterances from CzEng 1.6 subtitles and aug-
mented each utterance with 3 more paraphrases.
Among the four paraphrases in each group, we ran-
domly assigned one to the test split and the rest to
training; the training set consists of roughly 0.1M
instances.

We use a state-of-the-art seq2seq model, Nema-
tus (Sennrich et al., 2017), the winning solution
for WMT 2017 (one of whose training corpora was
CzEng 1.6), as the backbone baseline. The four
models were evaluated with and without initializa-
tion with general English Word2vec of encoder and
decoder parameters. We report the BLEU of all
four models in Table 5; we achieved improvement
in BLEU by 1.5 in comparison to the baseline, with
ParaGen. We further note that the use of Word2vec
actually harmed performance.

Figure 3: Results on cosine similarity between test
question pairs in emrQA. Blue: homogeneity of para-
phrases; orange: nonhomogeneity of non-paraphrases.

7 Discussion: Cosine Distance Analysis
(emrQA)

To understand the contribution of the proposed
paraphrase models, we study the cosine similarity
between embeddings of sentence pairs, a general
metric in textual similarity and paraphrase detec-
tion (Agirre et al., 2016; Fern and Stevenson) in
Figure 3. We do this by calculating the similarity
between the last hidden state of the encoder for a
pair of input utterances in the test set, for the four
splits of emrQA’s “realistic” splitting scheme. We
calculate two metrics: (1) the average cosine simi-
larity between pairs of paraphrase utterances (Avg.
para cos, blue bar in Fig 4) and (2) the average
difference between cosine similarity of paraphrase
pairs and that of non-paraphrase pairs (Avg. cos
gap, orange bar in Fig 4). They respectively quan-
tify (1) how homogenously paraphrase utterances
are embedded as vectors, and (2) how nonhomoge-
neously non-paraphrase utterances are embedded;
high numbers in both quantities are ideal, if our
models behave as intended in the methods section.
We observed that ParaDetect achieves noticeably
the highest Avg. para cos, and ParaGen the high-
est Avg. cos gap; ParaGen + ParaDetect shows
something in between the two but closer to Pa-
raDetect. These cosine statistics of embeddings
seem to be indicative of model performance. Para-
Gen + ParaDetect, which embeds both paraphrases
homogenously and non-paraphrases nonhomoge-
nously, performs the best in terms of exact match
accuracy; the other two models also achieve higher
performance than baseline, with much higher Avg.
para cos and Avg. cos gap than baseline.
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8 Conclusion

We presented a new general seq2seq framework
where the main task is trained together with a
paraphrase-learning objective to enhance model
generalization. We also introduced new splitting
schemes that reflect realistic evaluation for practi-
cal use. Our proposed approaches outperform the
state-of-the-art across three datasets across diverse
domains and tasks.
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detail. While syntactic variant paraphrases can
be similarly identified (by switch of active/ pas-
sive tenses or ordering of clauses in Table 1),
synonymous substitution paraphrases show dif-
ferent fashion of assumed knowledge across do-
mains/ datasets. emrQA(Pampari et al.)’s para-
phrases represent the multiple ways a physician
may phrase their information needs; the substitu-
tion paraphrases acknowledge the clinical sublan-
guage of equating “considered for” with “seen for,
diagnosed with” when collocated with a |clinical
problem|. In overnight (Wang et al.), many substi-
tution paraphrases are regarding quantitative knowl-
edge., while hard to exactly quantify the propor-
tion. While some are easier to identify (“more than
two” ≡ “greater than two”), others involve some
numerical knowledge that models trained on non-
numerical benchmark corpora may lack (“at least
two” ≡ “one or two”) - for example, that there is
only “one” between “zero” and “two”.

B Implementation and Training Details

B.1 Fine-tuning BERT for Paraphrase
Detection

We chose learning rate among {2e−5, 3e−5, 5e−
5}, and trained for 5 epochs, stopping early at the
highest validation accuracy.

B.2 Hyperparameter Selection
Hyperparameters consist of learning rate and α, β
from Section 5. They were grid-searched itera-
tively; first, learning rate for the baseline model was
grid-searched, and then α, β for each of the pro-
posed models were grid-searched, with the learn-
ing rate fixed to what was found for the baseline.
Finally, each of the proposed models’ learning
rates were grid-searched, with α, β fixed. em-
rQA’s hyperparmeters were selected among α ∈
{1, 0.1, 0.01}, β ∈ {1.25, 1, 0.75, 0.5}, learning
rate ∈ {5e − 4, 1e − 3, 1.5e − 3}; Overnight’s
hyperparameters among α ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01}, β ∈
{1.25, 1, 0.75, 0.5}, learning rate ∈ {1e− 4, 3e−
4, 5e − 4}; Finally, CzEng 1.6’s were among
α ∈ {1, 0.1, 0.01}, β ∈ {1.25, 1, 0.75, 0.5}, learn-
ing rate ∈ {1e− 4, 3e− 4, 5e− 4, 7.5e− 4}.

We also note that for each of emrQA, Overnight,
and CzEng 1.6, models were trained up to 20, 50,
and 100 epochs with early stopping at the epoch
that returns best validation accuracy.

B.3 Implementation Details
All code was implemented with PyTorch. Average
runtime of the experiments for was 1.5∼2 hours per
run for emrQA, and ∼30 minutes for Overnight.


